
What’s changed and why?



OLW Challenge objective

“To enhance 
primary sector 

production and 

productivity while 

maintaining and 

improving our land 

and water quality 

for future 

generations”



OLW Challenge objective – (as we choose to see it)

“To maintain and 
improve our land 

and water quality 

for future 

generations, while 

enhancing the value 

of the primary 

sector to New 

Zealand”



Where does everything fit?





















Where does everything fit?

Information stream Role

Matrix of drivers Identify drivers to leverage for impact

Kahui workplan Co-ordinated impact with and for Māori

Research landscape map What’s being done and impact to challenge objective

Strategy landscape map What will be likely implemented

Science Advisory Panel Science quality and excellence

Co-innovation group What needs to be done now

Wider scientist and stakeholder What is the research and how can it be developed

Think-pieces Refining nascent research questions



What does this information provide?

Definition of the problem
Niche, research question, perspectives (“lenses”)

Co-innovation – who and how
Processes to incorporate new knowledge, accounting for unintended consequences

Impact on the challenge mission
How/what practices will change (leverage drivers)? How will we know? How transformative will 
they be?

The evidence for what is needed (accelerate research), the best way of 

working and how to frame the research towards the challenge mission 



Current structure and research logic

Know resources/practice

Capability to Suitability

Create Headroom

New systems and 

technologies

Improved tools/processes

Social capital

Better, faster, robust decisions/limits

Capture value

Distribute value

Drive better practice



What are the drivers?
Climate change, ETS & water quality

Diverse, radically different, land use

A scarcity of good water

Reclaiming a social licence to operate

Accurate ag (our impact from mountain to sea)

The role of tech in selling our products

Smarter and wealthier consumers

Proof of sustainability

Using a New Zealand identity to stand out 



Co-innovation and why?

Current time to peak adoption = 19.5
years (Aus/NZ).

Hyp: That co-innovation can halve this.

Research landscape map has shown 

significant increases in:

• Role of collaboration (doubled)

• Building capacity 

• Knowledge into action

More high-impact SSIF-funded work 

is aligned to mission, but less 

Endeavour-funded work.



Are we pitching the story right?

335,000

318,000

334,000

102,872 minutes reading online

48,449 posts

19,580 referrals



Is our story having impact?



Is our story having impact?

Election 2 days later

More contaminants are lost (per ha) as 

stream size increases in catchments 

dominated by pastoral agriculture. 

77% of contaminant load comes from 

exempt streams.

Fencing is effective at decreasing 

contaminant losses, but we have many 

other strategies that are likely more 

cost-effective in headwaters.



Is our story having impact?



Is our story having impact?

Learnings…

Co-design helps identify the real question 

The public’s understanding of the subject is 
improving

Open-access is facilitating this understanding

Just be happy someone is noticing….



But what impact do we want?

Co-innovation involves 

different approaches to 

the way  knowledge is 

generated and shared 

and refreshed.

Transformation results in 

measurable and 

substantial 

improvements in 

multiple parts of the 

system.



But what impact do we want?

Problem: 80,000 landslides caused by one storm in 2004 resulted $300M lost 

from the regional economy.

Approach: Sustainable Landuse Initiative involved multiple stakeholders who 

worked together to show that landuse change in 10% of farm land could 

reduce sediment by 50%.

Refreshed: Whole farm plans establish and document business goals 

(refreshed 5-yearly).

Substantial improvements: 380,000 ha covered in farm plans (mid-2014), 

$40M invested by government, $20M by land owners. Significant 

improvements in water quality  (sediment, E. coli), and

“all sectors of our communities look now look at land use differently, not just 

farmers”



Where to from here?

On-going opportunities for more dialogue with 

stakeholders.

Otherwise, two-pagers from presentations due 

by 5 pm on the 26th of April.

Assessed on the 1st of May (stakeholders + 

scientists) with recommendations to be made 

soon after.



Toitū te whenua toiora te wai

www.ourlandandwater.nz

We are hosted by


